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First experimental results from a room-temperature tabletop phase-sensitive axion haloscope experiment
are presented. The technique exploits the axion-photon coupling between two photonic resonator oscillators
excited in a single cavity, allowing low-mass axions to be upconverted to microwave frequencies, acting as a
source of frequency modulation on the microwave carriers. This new pathway to axion detection has certain
advantages over the traditional haloscope method, particularly in targeting axions below 1 μeV (240MHz) in
energy. At the heart of the dual-mode oscillator, a tunable cylindrical microwave cavity supports a pair of
orthogonally polarized modes (TM0;2;0 and TE0;1;1), which, in general, enables simultaneous sensitivity to
axions with masses corresponding to the sum and difference of the microwave frequencies. However, in the
reported experiment, the configuration was such that the sum frequency sensitivity was suppressed, while
the difference frequency sensitivity was enhanced. The results place axion exclusion limits between
7.44–19.38 neV, excluding a minimal coupling strength above 5 × 10−7 1=GeV, after a measurement period
of two and a half hours. We show that a state-of-the-art frequency-stabilized cryogenic implementation of this
technique, ambitious but realizable, may achieve the best limits in a vast range of axion space.
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The nature of dark matter in our universe has long been a
looming question in physics and the focus of extensive
experimental efforts today. Weakly interacting sub-eV
particles (WISPs) are becoming increasingly suspect in
the wake of sustained nondetection by high-mass experi-
ments [1]. The axion, a theorized Nambu-Goldstone boson
emerging from the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) solution to the
strong charge-parity (CP) problem in quantum chromody-
namics (QCD) [2–4], is a popular candidate for cold dark
matter, with a mass poorly constrained by theory; several
orders of magnitude are available for exploration [5–8].
The majority of axion experiments that aim to detect the
QCD axion are “haloscopes,” which are sensitive to power
deposition from the conversion of galactic halo axions
into photons through the inverse Primakoff effect, as
predicted by the axion-augmented QCD Lagrangian
[9–12]. Experiments such as the well-established Axion
Dark Matter eXperiment (ADMX) [13–15], the ORGAN
Experiment [16], HAYSTAC [17], and CULTASK [18]
have hitherto depended upon low-noise microwave receiv-
ers and cryogenic cooling to detect excess real microwave

photons produced in a low-loss microwave cavity sur-
rounded by a strong dc magnetic field.
Our approach similarly employs an electromagnetic

resonance in a low-loss microwave cavity, but instead of
inducing axion-photon conversion by applying an external
dc magnetic field, we excite another resonance within the
cavity to act as the second source of photons. The spatial
overlap between the E field of one mode in the cavity with
the B field of the other induces the desired coupling.
We dub this configuration the ac haloscope, in reference to
the dc field normally employed in haloscope experiments.
The configuration was conceived from the observation that
while most haloscopes attempt to scatter axions off a virtual
photon source, the Primakoff process also generates prod-
ucts in the presence of real photons, as noted by Sikivie
in 2010 [19]. An axion with an energy corresponding to the
sum or difference frequency of the photons is expected to
interact and may be detected via frequency [20] or power
measurements [19,21,22]. Uniquely, the ac haloscope
allows one to search for an axion signal imprinted in the
phases of the photon modes, placing it in a new class of
haloscopes, focused on frequency metrology, instead of
power detection [20]. The power detection approach is not
elaborated upon in this work as, inherently, frequency
techniques are orders of magnitude more sensitive than
power techniques (see Supplemental Material for further
details [23]), and have been used in the past for some of the
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best tests of fundamental physics, including variations
in fundamental constants and local position invariance
[38–40], as well as tests of Lorentz invariance violation
[41–43], with proven long-term performance of up to eight
years [40], and if designed properly the sensitivity will be
determined by the white frequency noise floor of the
frequency stabilization system [41].
The experiment in this work comprises a resonant cavity

supporting two spatially overlapping microwave modes
via two free-running loop oscillators. Our chosen geometry
has enhanced sensitivity to upconversion (photon differ-
ence) at the expense of downconversion (photon sum),
which is detailed in the Supplemental Material. As a result,
we present the UPLOAD (UPconversion Loop Oscillator
Axion Detection) experiment using a cylindrical micro-
wave cavity (UPLOAD-CMC), with the schematic shown
in Fig. 1. By searching for frequency deviations of the
carrier frequencies of the oscillators, this experiment can be
configured to cover a large portion of unexplored low-mass
axion space, below the ADMX mass range, i.e., from dc to
240 MHz (< 1 μeV).
Experimentally, this design enables a coherent phase or

frequency modulation induced by the axion-photon inter-
action to be scanned. The large signal effective noise
temperature of the sustaining loop amplifier limits the
system’s frequency stability and therefore our ability to
sense the predicted modulation. The results produced in
this experiment place limits on axion-photon coupling in
the MHz range by observing the absence of axion-induced
frequency modulation in orthogonally oriented photonic
modes oscillating within a small cylindrical copper cavity
at room temperature.
The axion-photon interaction Hamiltonian density is

familiarly parameterized as

Hint ¼ ϵ0cgaγγaE ·B; ð1Þ

where E and B represent the electric and magnetic fields, a
is the psuedoscalar axionlike field, c is the speed of light, ϵ0
is the permittivity of free space, and gaγγ is the axion-
photon coupling strength [44]. The Hamiltonian can be
expanded to account for the electric and magnetic field
distributions of two photonic modes. The interaction
may be rewritten in terms of creation and annihilation
operators as

Hint ¼ iπℏgaγγa
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f1f2

p
½ξ−ðc1c†2 − c†1c2Þ

þ ξþðc†1c†2 − c1c2Þ�; ð2Þ

where ξ� ¼ −ðξ21 � ξ12Þ encodes the necessary mutual
overlapping of the electric and magnetic field components
of the two modes (see Ref. [20] as well as the Supplemental
Material for more details) and f1 and f2 are the resonant
frequencies of the photon modes. We find that the follow-
ing regimes satisfy the Hamiltonian:

fa ¼ f2 þ f1 axion downconversion

fa ¼ jf2 − f1j axion upconversion ð3Þ

where f1;2 ≠ 0. In essence, the axion field couples two
microwave oscillators together when the axion frequency is
at the sum or difference of the microwave frequencies,
creating frequency or phase shifts in the microwave
frequencies, arising from this trilinear coupling.
The phase shifts arise when we relax the frequency

relations from Eq. (3) to

fa ¼ f2 þ f1 � f or fa ¼ jf2 − f1j � f; ð4Þ

where f ≪ f1;2 represents a small offset. In this new
relation, the axion amplitude becomes a slowly varying
parameter in the equations of motion, inducing phase noise
in the Fourier spectrum of both cavity modes, located at the
offset frequency. A derivation of the transfer function from
this slowly varying amplitude to resultant phase modulation
can be found in Appendix B of Ref. [20]. Note, in the
Supplemental Material we derive the resulting signal in
terms of a fractional frequencymodulation (related to phase
noise), and use this approach throughout this work.
This induced modulation appears in the spectral density

of fractional frequency fluctuations of the readout oscillator
in the form

SAy2ðfÞ� ¼ g2aγγk2a�SAðfÞ; k2a� ¼ π2
f1Pc1

f2Pc2
ξ2�; ð5Þ

where Pc1=Pc2 is the ratio of pump mode (subscript 1)
and readout mode (subscript 2) circulating power in the
resonator (see Fig. 1) and ξ� is the geometric overlap
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FIG. 1. UPLOAD-CMC schematic with frequency noise read-
out system. Loop oscillators support the microwave modes in the
main resonator allowing axion conversion while a frequency
counter records jf2 − f1j. The TMmode acts as the readout mode
with constant f2. The frequency noise is continuously scanned
with a high-Q frequency discriminator (FD) based on a duplicate
cavity, creating the frequency-phase dispersion required for
voltage to frequency noise conversion of the mixer output.
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factor, describing the efficiency of coupling between the
two electromagnetic modes. Here ka� is the conversion
ratio from axion theta angle, θ ¼ gaγγa, to fractional
frequency deviation, y ¼ ðδf=f0Þ, with calculated values
for this run shown in Table I. Here, the axion (or axionlike
particle) field may be considered as a spectral density of
narrow-band noise, centered at a frequency equivalent to
the axion mass and broadened due to cold dark matter
virilization to give a linewidth of 10−6fa, and is denoted as
SAðfÞ (kg=s=Hz) [45]. This must compete against the
oscillator noise given by Leeson’s model [46,47], which
is typically of the form (see the Supplemental Material for
more details and how to calculate the SNR)

Sϕ2
ðfÞosc ¼ Sϕ2

ðfÞamp

�
1þ

�
ΔfL2

2f

�
2
�
; ð6Þ

which can be converted to fractional frequency fluctuations
via

Sy2ðfÞosc ¼
�
f
f2

�
2

Sϕ2
ðfÞosc: ð7Þ

Here, Sϕ2
ðfÞamp is the phase noise of the amplifier in the

feedback loop of the readout oscillator and ΔfL2
is the

readout mode full bandwidth. For our free-running experi-
ment, we find the SNR to be

SNR− ¼ gaγγ
2.7ð106tfa−

Þ14
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρDMc3

p
2πfa−

×

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
QL2Pampðβ2 þ 1Þ2
ðFkBT0Þβ2P2

s ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P1QL1

p

×

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

ð2QL2
f
f2
Þ2 þ 1

s
; ð8Þ

explained in more detail in the Supplemental Material.
A cylindrical copper resonator was designed, in which

two orthogonal modes could simultaneously oscillate. It
was noted that a TM0;2;0 mode offered a higher quality

factor than a TM0;1;0 mode without inducing significant
mode crowding. A TE0;1;1 mode was chosen for its wide
frequency tuning range within the cavity and its optimal
modal overlap with the chosen TM0;2;0 mode. Specific
parameters of the electromagnetic resonances are included
in Table I and details of the overlap function are given in the
Supplemental Material.
Two free-running loop oscillators were constructed from

the TE and TM mode resonances, with the beat frequency
under constant measurement via a RF mixer connected to
a Keysight Frequency Counter (53230A). We chose to
measure the frequency noise of the TM mode due to its
relatively stationary frequency, which required minimal
tuning of the frequency noise discrimination circuit, com-
prising a standard phase bridge, including a phase shifter, a
double balanced mixer and a duplicate resonator included
as the dispersive element. The reflected and phase-shifted
signals were mixed in quadrature, such that the mixer
output voltage was proportional to the frequency noise of
the loop oscillator, including the frequency noise of the
resonator where the axion signal is imprinted [48].
Essentially, the spectral density of fractional frequency
fluctuations of the loop oscillator can be inferred from the
measured spectral density of the voltage fluctuations output
by the mixer, SvðfÞ, by

Sy2ðfÞosc ¼
Sv2ðfÞ
f22k

2
fG

; ð9Þ

where f2 is the TM loop oscillator frequency and kf andG,
conversion efficiency and gain of the postamplifier. As an
axion signal [Eq. (5)] must compete with the spread of this
background to appear in the total frequency noise at the
readout, frequency fluctuations in the oscillator and readout
system are the limiting factor of this experiment.
Repeating measurements at slightly different detunings

will cause a putative axion-induced signal to be corre-
spondingly translated in the Fourier space of the measured
noise spectrum. Therefore, the axion search involves
combining several noise spectra and looking for evidence
of a signal consistently satisfying Eq. (4) at a range of
detunings. Figure 2 illustrates an example of a frequency
noise spectrum filtered for the detection of a spurious RF
signal. The minimum axion-photon coupling able to be
statistically excluded by the data depends upon the dis-
tribution of this residual noise. The treatment of axion field
strength follows Daw’s convention [49] and the frequency
noise is related to gaγγ as per Eq. (5).
Experimental exclusion limits (Fig. 3) were produced via

Monte Carlo simulations which were modeled upon the
noise statistics of the experimental data. A minimum value
for excludable axion-photon coupling was determined from
these simulations by injecting axion signals (narrow-band
frequency noise) of incremental gaγγ [via Eq. (5)] upon
simulated background spectra and identifying the value at

TABLE I. Experimental microwave oscillator parameters.

TE0;1;1 (Mode 1 Fig. 1) TM0;2;0 (Mode 2 Fig. 1)

QL 6000 4200
βin 0.9 0.95
Pinc 10 dBm 6 dBm
Pc 48 dBm 42 dBm
f0 9.001 68–9.002 56 GHz 8.998 876 5 GHz
ka− 5.5
kaþ 8.4 × 10−4 − 1.1 × 10−3
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which the threshold was correctly triggered in 95% of
cases. The injected signal assumed a thermalized dark
matter halo with a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribu-
tion near the Earth with vc ¼ 225 km s−1 [45]. Further
effects on the axion line shape were built into the simulation
based on the drift of the microwave frequencies, which was
∼5 Hz per measurement, varying per measurement.
To improve the SNR, a multibin search (similar to Daw’s

method [49]) was used, where n translated arrays of n-bin
averages were examined for axion signals, mitigating the
effect of adjacent bin power loss. After binning, data points
above our candidate threshold were isolated for examina-
tion, as, according to our noise model, the probability of the
background noise breaching this level was 0.05% (detailed
in the Supplemental Material). A candidate breaching this
threshold must be eliminated by examining data taken at an
offset microwave detuning.
Data was taken with the TE mode tuned 2.8, 3.1, 3.3, 3.5,

and 3.7 MHz above the TM mode frequency, accessing
axion frequencies in the MHz range by upconversion. An
approximate tuning interval of 300 kHz was chosen to
enable tracking of candidate signals between measure-
ments. The experimental data have excluded axions in the
probed mass range with an axion-photon coupling exceed-
ing the limits illustrated in Fig. 3.
The next iteration of UPLOAD-CMC will benefit

from measurement automation and statistically optimal
overlapped binning, width scaling with axion frequency
[49]. Measurements will begin at the lowest feasible beat
frequency supported by the current experiment (about
300 kHz, limited by parasitic coupling between the modes)
and progress upwards in frequency space. Integration time
will be increased to days per MHz and the noise filter
will be recalibrated every five tuning steps. Figure 3
illustrates the sensitivities expected to be achievable using

frequency-stabilized (as opposed to free-running) loop
oscillators at room temperature, as well as a Nb resonator
operating at the noise floor of the frequency discriminator
at cryogenic temperatures near 4 K, assuming loop-
sustaining amplifiers of an effective noise temperature of
8 K [60], at 30 days per MHz. The projected exclusion
limits in Fig. 3 were produced by setting the theoretical
SNR of various setups to unity and solving for gaγγ
(detailed in the Supplemental Material).
As the oscillator phase or frequency noise is directly

related to axion sensitivity, increasing phase stability is our
most direct avenue of improvement, and is highly possible
with modern equipment and techniques, which is discussed
comprehensively in the Supplemental Material. For exam-
ple, the single sideband phase noise of the oscillator in this
work was measured to be approximately −60 dBc=Hz
at 1 kHz offset (conforming with Leeson’s model for this
oscillator with an amplifier of F ¼ 2.6 at Pamp ¼ −33 dBm
and T ¼ 300 K), which is far noisier than the state-of-
the-art oscillators using specialized frequency locking
and high-Q cavities. For example, a phase noise of
−160 dBc=Hz at 1 kHz Fourier frequency and at room
temperature has been measured [61]; a 10 order-of-
magnitude improvement over our experiment. Recently,
a path forward to realizing a phase noise of −185 dBc=Hz
at offsets above 300 Hz has been proposed [60] meaning
QCD axion sensitivity could be feasible in the future. QCD
axion sensitivity may also be achievable by UPLOAD-CM-
III-Cryo at extremely low axion masses (< 1.8 kHz, i.e.,
7.7 × 10−12 eV) if the geometry is tuned to sustain orthogo-
nal modes with equivalent resonant frequencies such that
f2 ∼ f1, so that fa ¼ f. We refer to this as the degenerate
configuration of the experiment.
Our results demonstrate the feasibility of exploiting

frequency metrology to develop highly sensitive axion
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dark matter detectors, with the potential to search wide
regions of unexplored axion mass. Proof of principle was
achieved with an integration time on the order of just hours,
allowing a coupling strength of 5 × 10−7 1= GeV to be
excluded between 7.44–19.38 neV. Appraising spectacular
modern advances in low phase noise oscillators, a roadmap
has been laid to reach axion model limits with future
experiments at room temperature and at cryogenic temper-
atures using this novel axion-search technique.
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